
Certified to BS EN 13160-7 by TUV NORD
Utilising Class 1 vacuum monitoring, the highest level of leak detection

For above ground and below ground storage tanks of any size

Underground storage tank with
double skin liner installed

Above ground storage tank with
double skin liner installed
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Do you want leak free tanks for the next 20+ years?
With 24/7 monitoring of the tanks integrity?
And quick install with minimum tank downtime?

Then you need Fuelvac®
Corrosion is happening inside your storage tanksSulphate-bacteria anaerobic corrosion in storage tanks can be 

severe and if the tank is not protected by a coating the possibil-
ity of pollution is increased. 

Abfad Ltd are experts in this field, the only way to prevent corro-
sion is to apply a coating with full resistant capabilities and have 
regular inspections to repair any breakdown of the coating. 
Regular coating inspections are quicker and more effective than 
performing a full NDT inspection of weld joints. 

For a full solution for long term protection install Fuelvac® 
double skin liner 

With the tank floor plates being continually monitored 24/7 365 
days a year provides constant knowledge of what is happening 
inside of the storage tank and will alert you to any loss of 
vacuum pressure in the system with no loss of stored product. 
Floor plates are coated and maintained in a vacuum preventing 
any internal corrosion.

What price is pollution compared to full protection of your 
assets for as long as you want to maintain the chemical storage, 
this is what Fuelvac® provides. Whilst this may be an additional 
cost up front Fuelvac® provides massive savings into future 
years on maintenance and inspection and as the tank cannot 
corrode it continues to provide a storage service indefinitely.

Fuelvac® double skin liner can be adapted to your chemical 
requirements to protect and monitor many steel and concrete 
structures such as storage tanks and sumps, with a temperature 
range up to 150°C.


